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ABSTRACT

This system will detect and analyze the motion of people that recorded on PC 

then gives the feedback on the spot if there have an abnormal motion. Horn-Schunck 

method is one of optical flow method which is a method or technique to detect the 

motion  in  an image sequent.  By this  method,  the we can know the velocities  of 

motion  object  in  the  image  sequent.  Afterward,  velocities  will  be  analyze  to 

determine object movement.  Hence,  if there is abnormal motion,  this  system will 

give the alert. The efficiency of this sytem are 81%.
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ABSTRAK

Projek ini membina satu sistem bagi pengesan pergerakan melalui komputar 

persendirian  berdasarkan  sistem keselamatan  dengan  menggunakan  Aliran  Optik. 

Sistem ini akan mengesan dan menganalisis pergerakan manusia yang dirakam dari 

komputer  persedirian.  Kaedah Horn-Schunck merupakan salah satu kaedah Aliran 

Optik di mana ianya merupakan kaedah atau teknik untuk mengesan pergerakan di 

dalam  satu  urutan  gambar.  Melalui  kaedah  ini,  kita  akan  mengetahui  kelajuan 

pergerakan  objek  yang  terdapat  di  dalam  urutan  gambar  tadi.  Kemudian,  nilai 

kelajuan akan dianalisis  untuk menentukan pergerakan objek.  Maka, jika terdapat 

pergerakan tidak normal, sistem ini akan memberikan amaran. Kecekapan sistem ini 

adalah sebanyak 81%.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Project Background

This  project  concerns  with  the  development  of  a  system whereby motion 

detection for PC based security system using optical flow. One of the product or 

method for security system is closed-circuit television (CCTV). The existing CCTV 

is only for monitoring and observe as well as record the activities. My project is a 

system that put some intelligent on the function of closed-circuit television (CCTV).

This system will detect normal and abnormal motion of the a movement that 

recording by CCTV from PC by use algorithm technique development using optical 

flow. Then, this system will give the feedback on the spot by giving alert.  Alert will 

be given if there is any detection of abnormal motion. Normal motion is consider as 

people walk. In contrast, abnormal motion consider people run at the same place or 

place. 

1.2 Optical Flow Method

Optical  flow is  a  useful  method  in  the  object  tracking  branch  and  it  can 

calculate  the  motion  of  each  pixel  between  two  frames,  and  thus  it  provides  a 

possible way to get velocity of the motion object [1]. It is the apparent motion of the 

brightness pattern in an image sequence.
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Optical flow technique is the most popular technique using by engineer to 

detect  motion.  This  project  will  use  one  of  optical  flow method  which  is  Horn-

Schunck method. This method is global approach that more sensitive  to noise. By 

using this method, we can evaluate the velocity of the pixel moving across the one 

image into the next image in a sequence.

1.3 MATLAB

This project use MATLAB software to apply the optical flow method. This 

software is high-level technical computing language and interactive environment for 

algorithm development,  data analysis,  and numeric computation.  Applying optical 

flow method program, the image capture by CCTV can be analyzed by using this 

software. So, we can know either there has abnormal or normal motion from the  a 

movement that capture by CCTV from the analysis.

1.4 Problem Statement

The existing CCTV is only for monitoring and observe as well as record the 

activities, it does not give a lot of help while any crime happen. Criminals still free 

outside there because there are a lots of crime never get the solution. Usually, there 

will be delay in action when the crime occur such as police will arrive after the crime 

happen. 

Then, to find the criminal, the scene that record by CCTV will be analyze and 

diagnosis. While waiting for result of the diagnosis, there are a lot of procedure 

waiting for result approval and without knowing, criminal will done more crime or 

they can grab the opportunity to find a solution that is not charged as a criminal.
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In order to analyze the recorded activities as well can give the result on the 

spot, optical flow method use to analyze the motion. This method can be use to 

differentiate the movement pattern. The pattern of criminal movement are different 

from normal person movement. So, the movement pattern can be classify into two 

categorize which are abnormal and normal motion. An analysis should be done to 

differentiate the movement pattern.

1.5 Objectives

The objectives of the project that need to be achieved are:

i. To detect the suspicious and abnormal motion from a movement using 

optical flow method

ii. To apply optical flow in image processing analysis

1.6 Scope of Project

The scopes of this project are:

i. To apply the optical flow method which is Horn-Schunck method in 

MATLAB software.

ii. To relate the calculation using optical flow with the motion image.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Introduction

This  chapter  will  covered  and  summarize  the  content  of  the  paper  or 

presentation of conference, journal, research, report and any article that were studied 

related to the project. The content will give some overview about system and method 

that will use in this project. Some of studies give references in order to develop this  

project.

2.2 MATLAB

MATLAB stand for matrix laboratory is a  technical computing environment 

for  high-performance  numeric  computation  and  visualization.  This  software 

integrates numerical analysis, matrix computation, signal processing, and graphics in 

an easy-to-use environment where problems and solutions are expressed just as they 

are written mathematically which is without traditional programming [2]. 

This  software  also  provide  a  product  that  acquire,  process,  and  analyze 

images and video for algorithm development and system design  for image and video 

processing.
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2.2.1 Pre-processing

The pre-processing performs some steps to improve the image quality or to 

enhance the data. This steps is needed to reduce the project assumption. For instance, 

if the project need to analyze iris but in the image not only the iris, but also some 

useless parts such as eyelid and pupil. Then, the camera to eye distance may also 

cause variations the size or angle or position of the same iris. Beside, image captured 

in  low  resolution,  so  it  is  hard  to  analyze  the  image  as  well  as  affect  feature 

extracting. Therefore, it is necessary to do pre-processing the original images.[3]

2.2.2 Data acquisition

The first stage of any vision system is the data acquisition stage. The data can 

be  image  and  video.  After  the  image  has  been  obtained,  various  methods  of 

processing can be applied to the image to perform the many different vision tasks 

required. However, if the image has not been acquired satisfactorily then the intended 

tasks may not be achievable, even with the aid of some form of image enhancement 

[4].  Images are typically generated by illuminating a scene and absorbing the energy 

reflected by the objects in that scene. 

2.2.3 Image processing

In computer vision, image processing is any form of signal processing for 

which the input is  an image,  such as a image or video (extract  into frame).  The 

output of image processing may be either an image or, a set of characteristics or  

parameters related to the image. Most image-processing techniques involve treating 

the  image  as  a  two  dimensional  signal  and  applying  standard  signal-processing 

techniques to it.
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In many cases, image processing concerned with taking one array of pixels as 

input and producing another array of pixels as output. This same as improving the 

array from the  original  array.  By processing  the  input  or  data,  this  process  may 

remove noise, improve the contrast of the image, removing blurring that caused by 

movement  of  the  camera  during  image  acquisition  and  as  well  as  correct  for 

geometrical distortions caused by lens [4].

2.2.4 Feature extraction

Feature  extraction  is  a  very  important  field  with  growing  applications  in 

science and engineering. The main aim of feature extraction is to extract important 

features from image data, from which a description, interpretation or understanding 

of the scene can be provided by the machine. When the input data to an algorithm is 

too large to be processed, then the input data will be transformed into a reduced 

representation set of features.  Feature extraction is a general term for methods of 

constructing combinations of the variables to get around these problems while still  

describing the data with sufficient accuracy [5]. 

2.2.5 Classification

Image classification can be done after extract some features out of the image. 

Its analyze the numerical properties of various image features and organizes data into 

categories. In order to classify the image, two process are needed which are training 

and  testing.  Initially,  training  phase,  characteristic  properties  of  typical  image 

features are isolated and, based on these, a unique description of each classification 

category is created. In the subsequent testing phase, these feature-space partitions are 

used to classify image features.[6] To demonstrate the performance of the learning 

algorithm, random data drawn from different classes were generated and used the 

proposed method to learn the parameters and to classify the data. [7]
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2.3 Security system

Security system needed to ensure a  safe  places  to  live  and used either  in 

public  or  private.  Airport,  shopping  center,  financial  institution,  hospital  and 

education institution are the area has a lot of people and crime occur easily. So, an 

efficient and good security system level play important role.  In 2008, conference 

about Safety and Security System in Europe demonstrate exist security system that 

upgraded using Artificial Intelligent system.

Security guard responsible to protect or prevent crime happen, but their have 

limitation due to human strength and not able to describe criminal look like detailed 

[8].  Beside,  not  all  security guard  has  certificate  or  knowledge or  training  about 

security. Closed-circuit television was developed initially as increasing the security 

and can give more  information about crime happened.

2.3.1 Closed circuit television

Close circuit television (CCTV) security cameras play important role to give 

fairly strong and consistent evidence [9]. The images that we see from our eyes can 

as good as images that record by CCTV security cameras. The specification factor 

can effect the quality of camera images. Alarms can be embedded with CCTV in 

order  to  make  the  security  system  more  efficient.  The  contribution  made  by 

combination of alarms and CCTV may be potential to increase numbers of detected 

cases [10].

The applications  of  image processing in  CCTV make this  system become 

more intelligent.  Beside,  use of image processing enables enhancements to  many 

aspect such as attempt to avoid incident, detect ongoing incident in time to enable 

intervention as well as collect the evidence for post incident use. Also, improve edge 
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enhancement, for instance, make highlighted objects more easy recognizable. Make 

more stable in auto tracking white balance and not easy influenced by color objects 

in the scene [11].

2.4 Optical flow 

The  detection  of  moving  objects  is  critical  in  many defense  and  security 

applications, where motion detection is usually performed in a pre-processing step, a 

key to the success in the following target tracking and recognition. Many videos used 

in  defense  and  security  applications  are  out-door  videos  whose  quality  may  be 

degraded by various noisy sources, such as raining and wind [12]. 

Motion  detection  has  been  extensively  investigated.  In  computer  vision, 

motion is an important queue in order to used in tracking, structure from motion and 

video compression. Motion cannot be observe directly but we can observe image and 

see how points in the image move [13]. 

As one of  the  major  techniques,  optical  flow-based approaches  have been 

widely used for motion detection [12]. Optical flow will compute the velocity of the 

motion object between two consecutive frames of an image sequence.  An image 

sequence is an ordered set of images and the velocity of the motion introduced in 

such an image sequence [14].

Optical flow is a method to detect motion which is a calculation method to 

detect the motion based on brightness and spatial smoothness. Optical flow-based 

approaches have been widely used and popular method use by engineer for motion 

detection [12]. So, it has a long history and assumptions of brightness constancy and 

spatial smoothness underlie most optical flow estimation methods [15]. 

Optical flow can arise from relative motion of objects and viewer, so it could 
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give important information about the spatial arrangement of the objects viewed and 

the rate of change of this arrangement [16]. Basically, optical flow is a velocity field 

of the image generated from the transformation of one image into the next image in a 

sequence  [17].  Motion  perceived  when  a  changing  picture  is  projected  onto  a 

stationary screen [17].

2.4.1 Optical flow exploration

Optical  flow is  a  useful  method  in  the  object  tracking  branch  and  it  can 

calculate the motion of each pixel between two frames [1]. A long history of optical 

flow estimation make have a lot of optical flow method have explored some variation 

of the same theme [15]. There are a lot of exploration describing the implementation 

of optical flow. Some result are acceptable, but in many project, there are limitations. 

Most of the method or techniques exploit the two same constraints which are 

brightness constancy and spatial smoothness. The brightness constancy constraint is 

derives  from  the  observation  that  surfaces  usually  persist  over  time  and  hence 

intensity value of a small region remains the same despite its position change. The 

spatial  smoothness  constraint  come  from  the  observation  that  neighboring  pixel 

generally belong to the same surface and so have nearly the same image motion [15].

Since optical flow has been introduce, there have been a few effort to learn 

about  the  brightness  constancy  and  spatial  smoothness  [15][18].  Recently,  an 

adequately realistic image sequences with ground truth optical flow have been made 

and finally make this practical.  A number of classic and recent optical flow has been 

revisit and the training data and machine learning methods that can be used to train 

has  shown.  From the  advances  have  been  made,  there  is  a  research  go  beyond 

previous formulations to define new versions of the data and spatial terms [15].

Recently advances  have made two primary contribution  which are exploit 

image intensity  boundaries  to  improve the  accuracy of  optical  flow near  motion 
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boundaries and  learn a statistical model of the data term. The idea to exploit image 

intensity  boundaries  is  based  on  Nagel  and  Enkelmann  who  introduced  oriented 

smoothness  to  prevent  blurring of  flow boundaries  across image boundaries.  The 

common brightness constancy assumption have addressed as a problems by several 

authors make the research want to learn about statistical model.[15]

The  local  image  edge  orientation  was  use  in  order  to  define  a  steered 

coordinate system for the flow derivatives. The flow derivatives along and across 

image  boundaries  that  highly  kurtotic  are  highlighted.  Normally,  the  spatial 

smoothness of optical flow is expressed in term of the image axis aligned partial 

derivatives  of  the flow field.  By using Markov random field and Gaussian scale 

mixture  in  flow field,  a  rigorous statistical  formulation  of  the idea of  Nagel  and 

Enkelmann.[15]

With the intention of minimize the effects of illumination change, brightness 

constancy  were  extended  to  high-order  constancy,  such  as  gradient  and  Hessian 

constancy [2][19].  Furthermore,  a  research  show that  improving  the  accuracy of 

dense optical flow by integrating constraints within a local neighborhood [15][20]. 

Additionally,  Field-of-Expert  formulation  has  extended  to  the  spatial-temporal 

domain to model-temporal changes in image features [15][18].

2.4.2  Problem and issues in optical flow

There  are  much progress  has  been made in  optical  flow computation and 

some issues have been made due to numerous theoretical and practical reasons [21]. 

Theoretically,  optical  flow  is  an  approximation  to  image  motion  and  largely 

determines  the  lower  bound  on  accuracy.  Beside,  the  scene  properties  such  as 

occluding surface also  make an issue in optical flow computation. Practically, based 

on a study by Barron et al in 1994, of computing optical flow that analyzed nine 

techniques based on accuracy and reliability of measurements[21][22].
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Optical flow often misunderstood between image motion. The optical flow 

differ from image motion based on some conditions. In the case of the absence of 

texture,  optical  flow  is  zero  and  when  true  motion  field  violates  the  brightness 

consistency model used for its approximation [17][21]. Current optical flow methods 

mostly assume the uniform scene illumination and Lambertian surface reflectance are 

either  explicitly or implicitly which use some form of the brightness consistency 

assumption [21].

Occlusion is difficult to analyze, despite the fact that occlusion constitutes an 

important  source of visual information. The fact that image surfaces may appear or 

disappear  in  time,  misleading  tracking  process  and  causing  numerical  artifact  in 

intensity derivatives make occlusion difficult to handling. These problems have been 

express  by  research  community.  In  optical  flow,  to  determine  the  direction  of 

translation and segment the scene into independently moving surface, the occlusion 

boundaries may be used [21].  Most of optical  flow techniques relied on a single 

surface hypothesis which a rare visual event [17][21].

Hierarchical correlation methods is robust motion measurement schemes for 

image sequences with significant contrast change or large displacement  and severe 

aliasing. Based on a study by  Barron et al in 1994, the test image sequences used are 

all  appropriately  sampled  with  small  motions  (between  one  and  four  pixels  per 

frame)  and  favorable  to  differential  approaches.  From  their  study,  correlation 

methods experience difficulty with sub-pixel motions as their error depends on the 

closeness  of  the  image  motion  to  an  integer  number  of  the  pixels.  So,  as  the 

alternative of correlation methods is Hierarchical differential-based methods [22].

In  case  to  threshold  optical  flow  field  or  to  weight  velocities  in  post 

measurement processing such as in a motion and structure calculation, the confidence 

measures can be used. Confidence measures are needed to indicate the reliability of 

computed velocities [21].  Based on a study by  Barron et al in 1994, the smallest 

eigenvalue of a least-square matrix were use although most of differential methods 

do not provide confidence measures [21][22].
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2.4.3 Optical Flow previous work

Optical flow method have a lot of technique that introduced by researcher. 

Black  and Anandan  introduced a  robust  estimation  framework  to  deal  with  such 

outliers, yet did not attempt to model the true statistics from example. Fermiller et al 

analyzed the effect of noise on the estimation of flow. However, they did not attempt 

to learn flow statistics of brightness computation [15]. 

Horn and Schunck introduced both the brightness constancy and the spatial 

smoothness constraints for optical flow estimation. In spite of this, their quadratic 

formulation  assumes  Gaussian  statistics  and  is  not  robust  to  outlier  caused  by 

reflection, occlusion and motion boundaries as example [15][17].

The brightness constancy assumption have extended by many authors, either 

by making it more physically plausible or by linear or non-linear per-filtering of the 

images  [15].  Recently  the  idea  of  assuming  constancy  of  first  or  second  image 

derivatives to provide some invariance to lighting changes with Laplacian pyramid 

has been updated [19]. The idea is connected by replaced the pixel-wise brightness 

constancy model with spatial smoothed one [20].

There  are  some  problem  encounter  at  motion  boundaries  where  the 

assumption  of  spatial  smoothness  is  violated.  Nagel  and  Enkelmann  introduced 

oriented smoothness to prevent blurring of optical flow across image boundaries by 

observing that flow boundaries often coincide with image boundaries. Then, some 

modification  have  made  so  that,  less  smoothing  is  performed  close  to  image 

boundaries. Beside, the amount of smoothing along and across boundaries has been 

determined heuristically [15].

Lately,  the spatial  structure of  optical  flow field using a  high-order  MRF, 

called a Field of Expert  and learned the parameters from training data.  Roth and 

Black combined their learned prior model with a standard data term and found that 
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Field of Expert model improved the accuracy of optical flow estimation [15][18][20]. 

They only models the spatial statistics of the optical flow and not the data term or the 

relationship between flow and image brightness although they provide a learned prior 

model of optical flow [15].

2.5 Optical flow techniques

A survey had done for the optical flow classes. There are six optical flow 

classes  which  are  intensity-based  differential  methods,  multi-constraint  methods, 

frequency-based method, correlation-based methods, multiple motion methods and 

temporal refinement methods. The boundaries between each class of methods are not 

always clear [21].

Weng's method incorporates both phased-based and feature-based matching 

while  Waxman  et  al's  applies  a  differential  scheme on  time  varying  edge  maps. 

However, both method were classify as a phase-based method and the latter as a 

differential method. Furthermore, multiple motion and temporal refinement methods 

were overlap with other classes. But, their importance dictates that they be covered 

separately [21].

2.5.1 The optical flow constraint equation

The optical flow cannot be computed at a point in the image independently of 

neighborhood points without introducing additional constraints, because the velocity 

field at each image point has two components while the change in image brightness 

at a point in the image plane due to motion yields only one constraint. 

Assumption made by most of the optical flow method is that the intensity I of 
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moving  points  is  constant  over  a  period  of  time.  This  is  known  as  brightness 

constancy assumption. 
I x , y , t = I  xdx , ydy , tdt                                     (2.1)

Thus,  the  optical  flow  constraint  equation  (OFCE)  is  obtained  by  using  Taylor 

expansion in (2.1) and dropping its nonlinear terms. Therefore,  the OFCE can be 

expressed in the form as
I x uI y vI t=0        (2.2)

Where (u, v) represent the optical flow vectors (dx/dt, dy/dt) and (Ix, Iy, It  ) represent 

the derivatives of image intensities at coordinate (x, y, t)

2.6 Differential methods

Image  velocity  form  spatio  temporal  derivatives  of  image  intensities  are 

compute by differential  technique.  The image domain is  therefore assumed to be 

continuous  or  differentiable  in  space  and  time.  Global  and  local  first  order  and 

second order method can be used to compute optical flow [21].

Global  methods  use  an  additional  global  constraint  which  is  usually  a 

smoothness regularization term in order to compute dense optical flows over large 

image  region.  While,  local  methods  use  normal  velocity  information  in  local 

neighborhoods  to  perform  a  least  squares  minimization  to  find  the  best  fit  for 

velocity,  v. The size of neighborhood for obtaining a velocity estimate determines 

whether each individual technique is local or global [21].

2.7 Optical flow algorithms

There are two classic methods of optical flow computation in computer vision 

which  are  Horn-Schunck method and Lucas-Kanade method.  Both  of  them were 

invented  in  1980's  and they are  easily  to  be implemented  [1].  Optical  flow also 
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consist two catogaries which are local method and global method. Lucas-Kanade is 

as example of local method while Horn-Schucnk and Brox et al are global method.

Unfortunately, Lucas-Kanade method  may not perform well in dense flow 

field, on the other hand, Horn-Schunck method can detect minor motion of objects 

and provide a 100% flow field [12][20].

2.7.1 Lucas-Kanade method 

The Lucas-Kanade was introduced by Bruce D.Lucas and Takeo Kanade. In 

computer  vision,  this  method is  a  two-frame differential  method for  optical  flow 

estimation.  It  introduces  an  additional  constraint  that  the  optical  flow is  varying 

smoothly long the neighboring object points that possessed the same velocity.

The Lucas and Kanade algorithm is a solution of image registration. Image 

registration has a variety of applications in computer vision, such as, image matching 

for stereo vision, pattern recognition, and motion analysis. Existing techniques for 

image registration tend to be costly, and they fail to deal with image rotation and 

distortions.  The  Lucas  and  Kanade  algorithm presented  a  new method  that  uses 

spatial intensity gradient information to direct the search for the position that yields 

the best match. This is how the Lucas and Kanade algorithm came about [1].

2.7.2 Horn-Schunck method

This method introduced by B.K.P Horn and B.G. Schunck. This method will 

use Laplacian operation. Horn and Schunck define optical flow is a velocity field in 

the image that transforms one image into the next image in a sequence [16].   This 

method is based on the two-frame differential algorithms. 
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It is a special approach of using global constraint of smoothness to express a 

brightness variation in certain areas of the frames in a video sequence [12]. To avoid 

variations  in  brightness  due  to  shading  effects,  objects  are  assumed  to  have  flat 

surfaces. The illumination across the surface is assumed to be uniform. Horn and 

Schunck assumed that reflectance varies smoothly and has no spatial discontinuities. 

This assures them that the image brightness is differentiable [1].

2.7.3 Brox et al. method 

This method is a famous method and more sophisticated method. It is a novel 

approach that integrates several successful concepts and addresses all the problems of 

the  Horn-Schunck  model  [14].  Its  extend  brightness  constancy  to  high-order 

constancy, such as gradient and Hessian constancy in order to minimize the e ects offf  

illumination change [15].

2.7.4 Proesmans et al. method 

Proesmans et al. present a method similar to that of Horn and Schunck. The 

main  differences  are  that  a  matching  process  is  incorporated  into  the  constraint 

equation and a method for dealing with discontinuous flow is introduced. 

To  evaluate  the  current  flow  estimate,  they  look  at  the  correspondences 

suggested by the current flow estimate. For each point,  (x, y), in the first image the 

estimated optical flow, (u, v), can be used to find a corresponding point,(x+u, y+v), in 

the second image. If the flow estimate is good then the brightness at these two points 

should be similar.  If  the  brightnesses  are  not  the same then the  flow estimate  is 

moved along the image gradients in order to correct for the difference.
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A process known as anisotropic diffusion is used to smooth the flow. This 

means that the local averages of the flow components are not simple averages but are 

weighted  by  a  consistency map.  Unlike  the  normal  smoothing  process,  this  can 

maintain discontinuities in the flow but still retains a high level of continuity in local 

regions [23].
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGY

3.1 Introduction

This chapter will review the flow or methodology of this project from the 

very start until this project complete.

3.2 Methodology

This  project  involved in  development  of  the  program by using MATLAB 

software and the data source from video recording that similar as CCTV recording. 

To achieve the objectives of this project, methodology were construct base on the 

scopes of project. A terminology of works and plans show in the flow chart. This is 

very important to make sure the goal and purpose of this project can be achieved.
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Figure 3.1: Flow for overall project

Figure 3.2: Flow while doing Image Processing analysis

3.3 Initial assumption and data analysis

Before started this project, the question that appear is how to analyze person 

based on their motion or movement?. Base on this project, Optical Flow method was 
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use had decide Horn-Schunck method was choose.  So, Horn-Schunck method that 

used in this project will calculate the velocity each pixel for two different image in 

sequence. Horn-Schunck method was constructing as a function in MATLAB. 

The output from Horn-Schunck method produces two variables which are  u 

and v. Where u is flow at x-axis and v is flow at y-axis and both of this variable will 

be represent as arrow. So, the value of velocity can be calculated from the value of u 

and v using equation below:

velocity=u 2v2
                  (3.1)

Then, another question appears which is how difference the velocity of person 

activities? Walking person should have low value of velocity than running person. In 

order  to  analyze  the image,  statistical  method were use.  The mean,  variance and 

standard  deviation  of  velocity values  for  two difference  image where produce to 

evaluate differentiate its value for difference pattern of movement.

This project started by analyze image with assuming person moving with a 

ball moving image. The moving ball images were created by using paint software 

that provide by window. There are some precautions to be aware to ensure initial 

outputs of analysis are strong enough as reference for the real image analysis. 

Figure 3.3: Creating data using paint software
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The precaution are ensure the image produce are in 640x420 pixels, the size 

of ball are same for each different image, all image were save in same format which 

is JPEG format. From the image created, there are two conditions were made. First, 

ball movement in small distance considers as people walking and long distance can 

be considered as people running. 

It  is  because  by  considering  the  distance  and  time,  people  walking  will 

produce sequence images where the object position in image two closes with object 

position  in  image  one  (small  distance).  On  the  other  hand,  people  running  will 

produce sequence images where the object position in image two far from the object 

position in image one (long distance).

Then,  the  maximum,  minimum,  mean,  variance  and  standard  deviation  of 

velocity value were analyzed. From the observation, minimum and maximum cannot 

be use as parameter to analyze and it is not suitable as well cannot give appropriate 

value to differentiate for small and long distance. 

 

The mean, variance and standard deviation give value that are use to analyze. 

Those parameters give the difference value for both small and long distance and will 

be  considered  as  a  parameter  for  this  project.  In  this  project  just  use  only  one 

parameter to analyze the motion.

After  do some studies  in  mathematics  subtopic  which  are  probability  and 

statistics, the meaning and application of mean, variance and standard deviation were 

can be clearly understood. Mean is the average of the numbers which add up all the 

numbers, then divide by how many numbers there are. The Standard Deviation (σ) is 

a measure of how spread out numbers is. The Variance (σ2) is defined as the average 

of the squared differences from the Mean.

The  output  of  Horn-Schunck  method  is  the  value  of  velocity  for  each 
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movement that happen for each pixels. Then, to get the velocity for whole image, the 

mean value are useful. Compare to variance, standard deviation value is more useful. 

Standard deviation very useful while doing classification. For example in order to 

evaluate people height, standard deviation will tell us who the taller and shorter one 

based one mean value. Hence, to analyze the velocity for whole image, mean value 

where use.

Before analyze the image, there are some assumption were made. For walking 

motion,  the  value  of  mean  of  velocity  must  be  lower  than  running  motion.  For 

random motion, the value of mean of velocity must be not constant which its value 

must be drastically low or high. The last assumption is for the static motion, the value 

of mean of velocity will be zero (0).

These  assumptions  were  prove  false  in  the  analysis.  It  is  because  small 

distance moving object, the mean value are higher than long distance moving object. 

From the analysis, an idea can make which person's walking will produce high value 

on mean of velocity while person's running will produce smaller value on mean of 

velocity. 

An idea come out based on the observation that, these happen because of in 

small  distance,  because  of  the  object  move very slow,  the  motion  can  be  detect 

clearly based on the are  of object shown and the Horn-Schunck method produce 

more arrow for it output. On the other hand, from long distance, the object moves too 

faster to detect the motion.

Beside, another condition was made which is the ball moving randomly. This 

condition will consider as people move randomly and this condition can be consider 

as  abnormal  motion.  The  result  show  the  value  of  velocity's  mean  also  not 

consistence which is the value can be high and so suddenly it can be low. For static 

motion, there is zero value of mean of velocity produce. This random movement will 

be analyzing as further additional analysis if needed. For this project, walking and 

running will be main analysis.
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Figure 3.4: Two difference image with small distance moving object

Figure 3.5: Two difference image with long distance moving object
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Figure 3.6: Image sequence for randomly moving object

Furthermore, in order to making this system more efficient, looping technique 

was use to differentiate multiple image in sequence. This looping technique was use 

to differentiate two image which the reference image was fix. So, the first image will  

be compare with it next image and so on. To collect the mean value for each loop, the 

function of fopen, fprint and fscan were use and also to produce the graph mean 

versus image number.

The function of fopen was use to open the notepad path to where it will use to 

put the list of mean value. Furthermore, to put the mean value, fprint function will 

use and lastly to produce the graph, the data will be read from the file. So, fscan 

function is needed.

After done looping technique and graph were produce. The value of velocity's 

mean can evaluate through graph for a sequence of images. The graph show the mean 

value versus image number sequence. From the graph shown, there have differences 

in term of graph pattern.
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3.4 Real analysis

After get the initial output value as reference, this project proceed by using 

the  real  situation  of  object  movement.  To  develop  the  real  situation  image,  this 

project will use video that capture people walking and run. Then this data will be 

analyze and to compare with the initial output. From this procedure, it will make the 

analysis output be stronger and the next level of image processing step can be made 

which is classification. The image sequent will contain from 10 to 42  images in a 

sequence.

3.4.1 Pre-processing and data acquisition

In order to analyze the real situation, a video that capture by CCTV of the 

moving people will be analyze using optical flow algorithm. In this project, based on 

optical flow method which evaluate the velocity of the pixel moving across the one 

image into the next image in a sequence, the video as project data collection, will be 

convert to image from the very start before use the data. 

Video to JPG converter software was use as the converter.  While use this 

converter, there is converter performance need to be setting. For this project, in order 

to make the data collection will be constant or as controlled variable, the video were 

extracting into 5 frames per second.

3.4.2 Assumption making and feature extraction

This project develop by analyze the movement of person. The movement was 

divided into two categories which are walk and run. Then,  the movement will be 

classified either in abnormal or normal motion. Table below show the classification 



Normal Motion Abnormal Motion
 - Walk  - Run
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of the movement:

Table 3.1: Table for movement classification

 This movement will be analyzing based on their velocity value. The value of 

means of velocity in two difference image can be evaluated. The value of velocity is 

linear with the value of mean of velocity. Higher velocity, the mean value will be 

high.  However,  the motion cannot  be categorize without  making some additional 

consideration.

3.4.3 Increase system efficiency and classification

To  make  this  project  more  efficient,  the  moving  object  from  image 

background should be eliminate to prevent the velocity from the background effect 

the value of velocity of real moving object. Sixteen sub-block of the velocity was 

done. So that, mean of velocity for each sub-block will be evaluate.

Figure 3.7: Block of velocity before become sub-block
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Figure 3.8: Sub-block of velocity 

But then, problem occurs because it is difficult to evaluate mean value for 

each sub-block. Hence, to solve it, division of velocity in programming was done and 

the velocity for each sub-block can be evaluated by calling the row and column to 

evaluate. From the mean of velocity value list form each sub-block were observe and 

a threshold can be made in term of mean value. This threshold will determine which 

row and column have main motion or background motion.

A classification can be make by considering the mean value for any row and 

column that below from 1, will be change into 0 or in other word, that part will be 

eliminate from evaluation for motion image. It is because by consider the mean value 

below than 1 are mean value for background motion. But then, after do more detail 

analysis in term of velocity value for each row and column, the new threshold value 

of mean that to be eliminating change to 2.

Finally,  because  of  the  threshold  value  for  mean  value  for  each  row and 

column had change into 2, if the mean value less than 2 will be consider into 0 or in 

the other word, eliminated. On the other hand, if the mean value greater than 2 will 

be not change and its will be the mean value of main motion. After this threshold 

technique,  the  new  mean  value  which  is  without  mean  value  from  background 

motion will be use as further analysis.
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Then, the value of exist mean which is new value of mean can be evaluate to 

classify either it  is normal or abnormal motion. After doing summation for every 

mean value  for  each row and column,  the new mean value  will  be  produce and 

classification can be made. In order to decide the threshold value, the value of mean 

and the graph pattern has been observe.

Before decide the threshold value, some image sequence need to be train to 

get the proper threshold value. There are 2 difference of image sequence  input which 

are running image sequence and walking image sequence. The result show that, mean 

value for running image sequence are mostly around 18 to 25 while  for walking 

image sequence, the mean value mostly around 25 to 42. So that, the threshold value 

to classify and differentiate both motion decided to be 25.

Furthermore,  if  the  mean value below than 25,  it  consider  as  run.  While, 

greater than 25, it will be consider as walk. So far, from the initial analysis result can 

be considered as prove base on the result on the real analysis result.

3.4.4 Decision making

A problem occurs  when  the  image  sequence  of  running  also  detected  as 

walking and vice verse.  Hence, to ensure the image sequence is walking or running 

image sequence, a image sequent indicator were created. This indicator will detect 

how many sequent  of image while  do classification before make decision.  If  the 

system indicates 5 in sequent of running or walking in one images sequence,  the 

system  will  tell  either  the  sequence  is  running  or  walking  images  sequence. 

Furthermore, decision can be made either there have abnormal motion or not. If there 

has abnormal motion, the system will be signal of alert on command window.
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Later, to ensure there are no internal or error while indicate the 5 sequent 

images, the program that indicate numbers of image sequent will be reset for both 

running and walking image sequent in this system programming if the image detect 

different image. For example, this system indicates there is 2 walking image and so 

suddenly this system indicate running image. So, the value that indicate 2 for walking 

images will be reset and become 0 and same goes to running image sequent.

After done all of the analysis, assumption and adding some conditions on the 

system programming, this system can decide the movement pattern based on mean of 

velocity  value  through the  people  motion  in  a  images  sequence.  Setting  up  the 

threshold  value  on  the  system  programming  can  make  this  system  to  give  the 

appropriate output of this system.

This system will indicate the image sequent as well mean value and give the 

decision. In this system if the value is higher from the threshold value, this system 

will produce an output and tell the image sequence is running but then if lower than 

threshold value, the image sequence is walking.

3.4.4 System efficiency

This project proceed by ensuring how much efficient this system, this system 

training  by  using  difference  running  and  walking  image  sequence.  This  image 

sequence will be difference walking and running of difference person. Each person 

will running and walking. Their image sequence will be observed. Thus, the efficient 

of this system can be determined.

The efficiency of this  system will  be evaluated with 5 sequences of both, 

walking and running images. The variable that will be evaluated is the last condition 

which is to detect the number of walking or running image before decide either in the 

sequence is walking or running image sequence.



run walk 
5 5

Indicator 5 3
condition 3 5

3 3
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In order to get the efficiency, every image sequence was train in this system 

programming and the output will be observe to get efficient value for this system. 

Every image in an image sequence will be training and count how many times this 

system give the wrong decision. The image sequent indicator will be change in order 

to get which indicator is the best and efficient for this system. The indicator change 

show in table 3.2.

Table 3.2: Image sequent indicator setting

Beside, by testing the image sequence and find out the efficiency, 4 image 

sequences of running were only 10 images from each sequence will be test. But then, 

4 image sequences of running were 30 images from each sequence will be test.
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CHAPTER 4

TECHNIQUE

4.1 Introduction

This chapter will discuss about the techniques use in this project. All of these 

techniques used to make this programming for this system more efficient and reduce 

memory space.

4.2 Horn-Schunck technique

There  are  two  classic  methods  of  optical  flow  computation  in  computer 

vision: Horn-Schunck method and Lucas-Kanade method [3][4][5]. Both of them are 

based  on  the  two-frame  di erential  algorithms.  Lucas-Kanade  method  may  notff  

perform well  in  dense flow field.  On the  other  hand,  Horn-Schunck method can 

detect minor motion of objects and provide a 100% flow field [3]. Thus, this project 

focus on Horn-Schunck method for optical flow computation. 

As mentioned earlier, to detect and analyze motion in two difference image in 

sequences,  one  of  the  optical  flow  method  will  be  use  which  is  Horn-Schunck 

method. In order to generate the output from optical flow, Horn-Schunck method 

function will be call as shown below and follow by the function of Horn-Schunck 

method description.  This  function  will  be  call  earlier  for  propose  to  analyze  the 

function output.
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Figure 4.1: Call Horn-Schunck function

Figure 4.2: Horn-Schunck function description
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From the function of Horn-Schunck method, we can see clearly that the two 

image  will  be  analyze  and the  value  of  the  variable  which  are  u and  v will  be 

produce. The Horn-Schunck constraint defines a straight line in the uv velocity space.

Figure 4.3: uv velocity space

The optical flow in the image plane and the velocities in the three dimensional 

world is not necessarily obvious. The motion were perceive by a changing picture is 

projected onto stationary screen [4]. So, in order to detect the moving object, the 

brightness will be considered. The variations in brightness due to shading effect can 

be evade by make an assumptions that the objects have flat surface. 

Besides, the illumination across the surface is assumed to be uniform. The 

brightness at a point in the image is then proportional to the reflectance of the surface 

at the corresponding point on the object. Initially, that reflectance was assume varies 

smoothly and has no spatial discontinuities. This condition assures that the image 

brightness is differentiable.[4]

Horn  and  Schunck  derive  an  equation  that  relates  the  change  in  image 

brightness at a point to the motion of brightness pattern. Let the image brghtness at 

the point (x, y) in the image plane at the time, t be denoted by E(x, y, t). Now consider 

what happens when the pattern moves, The brightness of a particular point in the 

pattern is constant, so that 
dE
dt

=0
          (4.1)
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Using the Chain Rule for differentiation,

                    ∂ E
∂ x

dx
dt 

∂ E
∂ y

dt
dt

∂ E
dt =0                                   (4.2)

Let,

      
u=dx

dt and 
v=dy

dt                                             (4.3) 

Then, one signal linear equation can get which has two unknown parameters u and v.

     E x uE y vE t=0                                   (4.4)

an additional constraints are needed. [4]

In this case neighboring points on the object have similar velocities and the 

velocity  field  of  the  brightness  patterns  in  the  image  varies  smoothly  almost 

everywhere.  Discontinuities  in  flow  can  be  expected  where  one  object  occludes 

another. [4] 

In order to express the additional constraint is to limit the difference between 

the  flow velocity at  a  point  and the  average  velocity over  a  small  neighborhood 

containing the point. Equivalently we can minimize the sum of the squares of the 

Laplacians of the  x  and  y  components of the flow. The Laplacians of  u  and  v  are 

defined as

∇2 u=∂2 u
∂ x 2

∂2u
∂ y 2 and ∇2 v=∂2 v

∂ x2
∂2 v
∂ y2                           (4.5)

In simple situation, both Laplacians are zero. [4]

The derivatives  of brightness was estimate from the discrete  set  of image 

brightness  measurements  available.  The  estimates  of  Ex,  Ey and  Et  needed  to  be 

consistent which need to be refer to the same point in the image at the same time.  

Horn and Schunck use a set which gives estimates of  (Ex, Ey, Et  )  at a point in the 

center of a cube formed by eight measurement. Each of the estimates is the average 

of four first differences taken over adjacent measurements in the cube. 

E x≈
1
4 { E i , j1,k−E i , j , kEi1, j1, k−E i1, j , k  
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E i , j1, k1−E i , j , k1E i1, j1, k 1−E i1, j , k1 }

E y≈
1
4 { E i , j1,k−E i , j , kEi1, j1, k−E i1, j , k  

Ei , j1, k1−Ei , j , k1Ei1, j1, k 1−Ei1, j , k1 }

                Et≈
1
4 { Ei , j1,k−Ei , j , kEi1, j1, k−Ei1, j , k  

E i , j1, k1−E i , j , k1E i1, j1, k 1−E i1, j , k1 }           (4.6) 

The unit of the length in the reference is the grid spacing interval in each 

image frame and the unit of time is the image sampling period. The relationship in 

space and time between these measurements is shown as 

Figure 4.4: The three partial derivatives of image brightness.

Figure 4.4 show the partial derivatives of the image brightness at the center of 

the cube are each estimated from the average of first differences along four parallel 

edges of the cube. Here the column index  j  corresponds to the  x  direction in the 

image, the row index i to the y direction, while k lies in the time direction.

The Laplacians of u and v so should be approximated.

                       ∇2 u≈k  ui , j , k−ui , j , k  And ∇2 v≈k  v i , j , k−v i , j , k                         (4.7)

The proportionality factor  k  here equals  3,  where the local  averages  u  and  v  are 
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defined as follows

ui , j , k=
1
6
{ui−1, j , kui , j1,kui1, j , kui , j−1,k }  

 1
12

{ui−1, j−1, kui−1, j1, kui1, j1, kui1, j−1, k }

vi , j , k=
1
6
{v i−1, j , kv i , j1, kvi1, j , kvi , j−1, k }         

 1
12

{vi−1, j−1, kvi−1, j1, kvi1, j1, kvi1, j−1, k }                           (4.8)

Figure 4.5: The Laplacian estimation

In figure 4.5, it show that the Laplacian is estimated by subtractingthe value at 

a point from a weighted average of the values at neighboring points. The sum of the 

total errors is minimized 

    ε2=a2 εc
2εb

2

                (4.9)

From the equation above,  a2 is  a  weighting factor.  Quantization error  and 

noise may cause corruption for image brightness measurements. So, the value if ɛb 

cannot  be expect  to  be identically zero.  This  quantity will  tend to  have an  error 

magnitude that is proportional to the noise in the measurement. This give the reason 

why a2  is chosen.
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Where

    ε2=Ex uE y v                                              (4.10)

εc
2=u−u2v−v2

                                     (4.11)

iterative solution

un1=un−
E x [Ex unE y vnE t ]

a2E x
2E y

2

                    (4.12)

            
vn1=vn−

E y [Ex unE y vnEt ]
a2E x

2E y
2

                            (4.13)

All of those calculation were done by MATLAB itself. The value of output 

from Horn-Schunck which are value u and v use to analyze the velocity of the motion 

occur. 
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CHAPTER 5

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

5.1 Introduction

In this project, programming was done in order to analysis the people motion. 

Before started the real motion analysis, a small analysis were done to get initial idea 

and some assumptions were made. This chapter, all of result of this project analysis 

will  be  stated  and discuss  about  the  overall  result  from this  project  as  well  this 

chapter related with chapter 3 where all result from chapter 3 will be shown here. 

5.2 Initial analysis

As mention in previous chapter, which is in chapter 3, this project was started 

with analyze how was Horn-Schunck method work. The analysis will use the basic 

shapes which are circle and rectangle.

 

After run the Horn-Schunck method m-file, the image shows the magnitude 

of the motion by using arrow produce on the output image. This optical flow method 

was  differentiating  two difference  image and  due  to  the  programming written  in 

Horn-Schunck method programming, the arrow of velocity will be produce on the 

first image. This can be seen from the figure 5.1 and figure 5.2.



Real situation Assumption
Walking Small distance of ball movement
Running Long distance of ball movement
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Figure 5.1: Arrow as output produce from two difference position of circle image

Figure 5.2: Arrow as output from two difference position of rectangle image

Next,  assume the  person  movement  by using  ball  movement  that  created 

using  paint.  The  small  distance  and  long  distance  ball  of  ball  movement  image 

sequence shown in figure 5.3 and figure 5.4. Below is the assumption making for 

every movement.

Table 5.1: Assumption that related to real situation
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Figure 5.3: Image sequence for small distance ball

Figure 5.4: Image sequence for long distance ball

Then, this project proceed by observe the small distance and long distance 

ball of ball movement, as well as decide which is the suitable parameter to analyze 

the  output.  From  figure  5.5  until  figure  5.9  show  that  the  value  of  minimum, 

maximum, mean, variance and standard deviation value of velocity that collected and 

printed  in  notepad  for  small  distance  of  ball  movement  for  a  image  sequence 

contained 6 image in a sequent. While, in figure 5.10 until figure 5.14 are for long 

distance of ball movement image sequence.

Figure 5.5: Minimum value of velocity for small distance ball
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Figure 5.6: Maximum value of velocity for small distance ball

Figure 5.7: Mean of velocity values for small distance ball

Figure 5.8: Variance of velocity values for small distance ball

Figure 5.9: Standard deviation of velocity values for small distance ball
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Figure 5.10: Minimum value of velocity for long distance ball

Figure 5.11: Maximum value of velocity for long distance ball

Figure 5.12: Mean of velocity values for long distance ball

Figure 5.13: Variance of velocity values for long distance ball
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Figure 5.14: Standard deviation of velocity values for long distance ball

After mean has been decide for further analysis, it values plotted in the graph 

to facilitate observation. Mean of velocity value for small distance and long distance 

were plotted in a graph as shown in figure 5.15 and figure 5.16. From the value that 

plotted on both graph, show that there are differences. The long distance ball produce 

mean value lower than small distance ball. 

From figure 5.15, the mean value that produce by small distance of moving 

ball which is shown in figure 5.3 are greater than 0.25. While in figure 5.16 the mean 

value that produce by image sequences shown in figure 5.4 are less than 0.25. This 

output of graph will give the result of the initial analysis as well as give the idea for 

real analysis. So that, the running image sequence will produce the lower mean value 

for each sequent than walking image sequence.

Figure 5.15: Graph for small distance of moving ball
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Figure 5.16: Graph for long distance of moving ball

5.3 Further analysis

Further  analysis  or  known as  real  analysis used  real  movement  a  person. 

While doing this analysis, found that there are background motion such as movement 

of flag and tree. A solution was finding in order to eliminate the value of background 

motion that effected the mean value of main motion in the image sequence.

A method to reduce or eliminate noise or the unnecessary motion  is to do 

sub-block of velocity for whole image into sixteen (16) sub-blocks. Figure 5.17 and 

figure  5.18  show  how  was  the  velocity  value  divided  into  16  sub-blocks.  It 

represented as image because Horn-Schunck method represents velocity based on 

number of pixel.
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Figure 5.17: Image before sub-block

Figure 5.18: Image after sub-block

Each sub-block name represent as in figure 5.19 and in figure 5.20 show the 

mean value for each sub-block before do eliminated of mean for background noise.
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Figure 5.19: Sub-block of velocity 

Figure 5.20: Each sub-block mean value before background mean elimination

Based on figure 5.18 until figure 5.20 the mean value for each sub-block can 

be understood by observe their relation. Hence, mean value clearly show that for sub-

block A24 and A34 there is motion and the value of mean greater than other sub-

block. So, the 2 is threshold value to eliminate the background. If the mean value 

below than 2, the velocity  for that sub-block will be set as zero (0). 
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After set the threshold value, then the mean value produce for each sub-block 

as  shown  in  figure  5.21.  Both,  mean  in  A24  and  A34  sub-block  left  after  the 

elimination. It is because clearly shown there is no other motion beside both sub-

block. Later, the summation of the value of mean for each block, in order to get the 

mean value for whole block. For instance, from figure 5.21, the summation of mean 

value only for  A24 and A34 sub-block that will produce 23.8302 as the value of 

mean for a  image sequent.

Figure 5.21: Mean value for each sub-block after mean noise elimination

Afterward, from the mean for whole block, will be analyze to get threshold 

value to do classification either the image sequence represent running or walking. 

Later, after do image sequence indicator in this system, the output of this system will 

come out with how much running or walking image were indicate before produce the 

output that tell either the images sequence is running or walking images sequence. Its 

show on the command window. Figure 5.22 and figure 5.23 shows how was the 

output stated on the command window.
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Figure 5.22: Result for running image sequences

Figure 5.23: Result for walking image sequences

Hence,  this  system can  detect  and  differentiate  the  normal  and  abnormal 

motion through an image sequence.

Efficiency  calculation  needed  in  order  to  know  how  much  efficient  this 

system. As mention before in chapter 3, the image sequent indicator will be modified 

to get the best indicator conditions for this system. Table 5.2 show the percentage for 

each condition for each difference image sequence.

Figure 5.24 show the output of running images sequence while figure 5.25 

show the  output  of  walking  images  sequences.  In  order  to  calculate  the  system 

efficiency if in the image sequence, the output will be not the correct output will be 

consider as error and this shown in figure 5.26.
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Figure 5.24:  Output of running images sequence

Figure 5.25:  Output of walking images sequence

Figure 5.26:  Error output in images sequence

This efficiency of  image sequent indicator will be test on 4 image sequences 

for walking where each sequence from 4 difference person as well as running image 

sequences. This image sequence will be test and the output from this system will be 

analyzed. So that, the efficient  image sequent indicator can be selected in order to 

make this motion detection system more efficiency while producing the output.
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Table 5.2: System efficiency by indicator conditions

At the end of this motion analysis system, 5 images sequent indicator of run 

and 5 images sequent indicator of walk produce no efficiency for this system it is 

because out of 4 running image sequences, there is one image sequence cannot be 

detect either the sequence is running or walking image sequence. Same thing happen 

while setup 5 images sequent of run and 3 images sequence of walk. 

Setting up 3 images sequent indicator of run and 5 images sequent indicator 

of walk make this system had 81% of efficient. It is because while testing walking 

image sequence, there are 3 sequence of walking image produce run condition as 

their output beside producing walking image sequence output.

After  that,  by setting up 3 images  sequent  indicator  of  run and 3 images 

sequent  indicator  of  walk  make  this  system  had  89%  of  efficient.  This  happen 

because of while testing running image sequence, there are a sequence of walking 

and running image produce run and walk condition as their output beside producing 

walking image sequence output.

The system efficiency testing make this system 89% efficient by using  3 

images sequent of run indicator and 3 images sequent of walk indicator condition in 

this system.

run walk Percentage of efficiency, %
5 5 0, a sequence can be detect

Indicator 5 3 0, a sequence can be detect
condition 3 5 81

3 3 89
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION

6.1 Introduction

In this project, the description of these motion detection and image processing 

analysis project, already been discussed accordingly based from previous chapters. 

This project flow and development are also discussed in more details in chapter 3 

while in the chapter 4, the further discussion and final result are been focus as the 

important determinant to fulfill all the objective of this project.

6.2 Conclusion

In order to detect motion, the optical flow method had been developed based 

on objectives of this project. These application of optical flow are been use to detect 

abnormal motion based on security system. Additionally, this project also fulfill the 

second objective which is by applying optical flow in image processing analysis, that 

contribute to focusing on scope of this project.

The main scopes of this project are to implement Horn-Schunck method of 

the Optical flow by using MATLAB software. Based on the Horn-Schunck method 

calculations are needed to contribute for second scopes. Calculation are been applied 

to analyze the motion image.
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6.3 Recommendations

After several improvement study and analysis in this project, there were some 

recommendation  and  further  development  listed  below  to  improve  this  motion 

detection system to give better performance. The recommendations are:

i. This system only analyze 576x720 pixel of image. Hence, some changes in 

term of programming code of this system in order to make this system more 

user friendly by making various size of image can be analyze.

ii. Do more analyze about the various human movement pattern.

iii. Do analyze of motion detection online which is directly from video or closed-

circuit television (CCTV).
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APPENDIX I
 HORN-SCHUNCK METHOD PROGRAMMING CODE

(MAIN PROGRAMMING CODE)
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function [u,  v]  =  HS(im1,  im2,  alpha,  ite,  uInitial,  vInitial, 
displayFlow, displayImg)
% Horn-Schunck optical flow method 
% Horn, B.K.P., and Schunck, B.G., Determining Optical Flow, AI(17), 
No.
% 1-3, August 1981, pp. 185-203 
http://dspace.mit.edu/handle/1721.1/6337
%
% Usage:
% [u, v] = HS(im1, im2, alpha, ite, uInitial, vInitial, displayFlow)
% For an example, run this file from the menu Debug->Run or press 
(F5)
%
% -im1,im2 : two subsequent frames or images.
% -alpha : a parameter that reflects the influence of the smoothness 
term.
% -ite : number of iterations.
% -uInitial, vInitial : initial values for the flow. If available, 
the
% flow would converge faster and hence would need less iterations ; 
default is zero. 
% -displayFlow : 1 for display, 0 for no display ; default is 1.
% -displayImg : specify the image on which the flow would appear 
( use an
% empty matrix "[]" for no image. )
%
% Author: Mohd Kharbat at Cranfield Defence and Security
% mkharbat(at)ieee(dot)org , http://mohd.kharbat.com
% Published under a Creative Commons Attribution-Non-Commercial-
Share Alike
% 3.0 Unported Licence http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-
sa/3.0/
%
% October 2008
% Rev: Jan 2009
 
%% Default parameters 
 
%image
 
if nargin<1 || nargin<2
    im1=imread('D:\psm_data 
collection\output\walking\walk\walk_4.jpg');
    im2=imread('D:\psm_data 
collection\output\walking\walk\walk_5.jpg');
end
 
%
 
if nargin<3
    alpha=1;
end
if nargin<4
    ite=100;
end
if nargin<5 || nargin<6
    uInitial = zeros(size(im1(:,:,1)));
    vInitial = zeros(size(im2(:,:,1)));
elseif size(uInitial,1) ==0 || size(vInitial,1)==0
    uInitial = zeros(size(im1(:,:,1)));
    vInitial = zeros(size(im2(:,:,1)));
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end
if nargin<7
    displayFlow=0;
end
if nargin<8
    displayImg=im1;
end
 
%% Convert images to grayscale
 
 
%image
if size(size(im1),2)==3
    im1=rgb2gray(im1);
end
if size(size(im2),2)==3
    im2=rgb2gray(im2);
end
im1=double(im1);
im2=double(im2);
 
im1=smoothImg(im1,1);
im2=smoothImg(im2,1);
 
tic;
 
%% Set initial value for the flow vectors
 
u = uInitial;
v = vInitial;
 
% Estimate spatiotemporal derivatives
[fx, fy, ft] = computeDerivatives(im1, im2);
 
% Averaging kernel
kernel_1=[1/12 1/6 1/12;1/6 0 1/6;1/12 1/6 1/12];
 
% Iterations
for i=1:ite
    % Compute local averages of the flow vectors
    uAvg=conv2(u,kernel_1,'same');
    vAvg=conv2(v,kernel_1,'same');
    % Compute flow vectors constrained by its local average and the 
optical flow constraints
    u= uAvg - ( fx .* ( ( fx .* uAvg ) + ( fy .* vAvg ) + ft ) ) ./ 
( alpha^2 + fx.^2 + fy.^2); 
    v= vAvg - ( fy .* ( ( fx .* uAvg ) + ( fy .* vAvg ) + ft ) ) ./ 
( alpha^2 + fx.^2 + fy.^2);
end
 
u(isnan(u))=0;
v(isnan(v))=0;
 
%% Plotting
if displayFlow==1
    plotFlow(u, v, displayImg, 5, 5); 
end
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APPENDIX II
 HORN-SCHUNCK METHOD PROGRAMMING CODE

(PLOTFLOW PROGRAMMING CODE)
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function plotFlow(u, v, imgOriginal, rSize, scale)
% Creates a quiver plot that displays the optical flow vectors on 
the
% original first frame (if provided). See the MATLAB Function 
Reference for
% "quiver" for more info.
%
% Usage:
% plotFlow(u, v, imgOriginal, rSize, scale)
%
% u and v are the horizontal and vertical optical flow vectors,
% respectively. imgOriginal, if supplied, is the first frame on 
which the
% flow vectors would be plotted. use an empty matrix '[]' for no 
image.
% rSize is the size of the region in which one vector is visible. 
scale
% over-rules the auto scaling.
%
% Author: Mohd Kharbat at Cranfield Defence and Security
% mkharbat(at)ieee(dot)org , http://mohd.kharbat.com
% Published under a Creative Commons Attribution-Non-Commercial-
Share Alike
% 3.0 Unported Licence http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-
sa/3.0/
%
% October 2008
% Rev: Jan 2009
 
figure();
 
if nargin>2
    if sum(sum(imgOriginal))~=0
        imshow(imgOriginal,[0 255]);
        hold on;
    end
end
if nargin<4
    rSize=5;
end
if nargin<5
    scale=3;
end
 
% Enhance the quiver plot visually by showing one vector per region
for i=1:size(u,1)
    for j=1:size(u,2)
        if floor(i/rSize)~=i/rSize || floor(j/rSize)~=j/rSize
            u(i,j)=0;
            v(i,j)=0;
        end
    end
end
quiver(u, v, scale, 'color', 'b', 'linewidth', 2);
set(gca,'YDir','reverse');
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APPENDIX III
 HORN-SCHUNCK METHOD PROGRAMMING CODE

(SMOOTHING IMAGE  PROGRAMMING CODE)
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function smoothedImg=smoothImg(img,segma)
% Convolving an image with a Gaussian kernel.
 
% The degree of smoothing is determined by the Gaussian's standard
% deviation 'segma'. The Gaussian outputs a 'weighted average' of 
each
% pixel's neighborhood, with the average weighted more towards the 
value of
% the central pixels. The larger the standard deviation, the less 
weight
% towards the central pixels and more weight towards the pixels 
away, hence
% heavier blurring effect and less details in the output image.
%
% Author: Mohd Kharbat at Cranfield Defence and Security
% mkharbat(at)ieee(dot)org , http://mohd.kharbat.com
% Published under a Creative Commons Attribution-Non-Commercial-
Share Alike
% 3.0 Unported Licence http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-
sa/3.0/
%
% October 2008
 
if nargin<2
    segma=1;
end
 
G=gaussFilter(segma);
smoothedImg=conv2(img,G,'same');
smoothedImg=conv2(smoothedImg,G','same');
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APPENDIX IV
 HORN-SCHUNCK METHOD PROGRAMMING CODE

(COMPUTE DERIVATIVE  PROGRAMMING CODE)
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function [fx, fy, ft] = computeDerivatives(im1, im2)
 
if size(im2,1)==0
    im2=zeros(size(im1));
end
 
% Horn-Schunck original method
fx = conv2(im1,0.25* [-1 1; -1 1],'same') + conv2(im2, 0.25*[-1 1; 
-1 1],'same');
fy = conv2(im1, 0.25*[-1 -1; 1 1], 'same') + conv2(im2, 0.25*[-1 -1; 
1 1], 'same');
ft = conv2(im1, 0.25*ones(2),'same') + conv2(im2, 
-0.25*ones(2),'same');
 
% derivatives as in Barron
% fx= conv2(im1,(1/12)*[-1 8 0 -8 1],'same');
% fy= conv2(im1,(1/12)*[-1 8 0 -8 1]','same');
% ft = conv2(im1, 0.25*ones(2),'same') + conv2(im2, 
-0.25*ones(2),'same');
% fx=-fx;fy=-fy;
 
% An alternative way to compute the spatiotemporal derivatives is to 
use simple finite difference masks.
% fx = conv2(im1,[1 -1]);
% fy = conv2(im1,[1; -1]);
% ft= im2-im1;
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APPENDIX V
 HORN-SCHUNCK METHOD PROGRAMMING CODE

(FILTERING  PROGRAMMING CODE)
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function G=gaussFilter(segma,kSize)
% Creates a 1-D Gaussian kernel of a standard deviation 'segma' and 
a size
% of 'kSize'. 
%
% In theory, the Gaussian distribution is non-zero everywhere. In 
practice,
% it's effectively zero at places further away from about three 
standard
% deviations. Hence the reason why the kernel is suggested to be 
truncated
% at that point.
%
% The 2D Gaussian filter is a complete circular symmetric operator. 
It can be
% seperated into x and y components. The 2D convolution can be 
performed by
% first convolving with 1D Gaussian in the x direction and the same 
in the
% y direction.
%
% Author: Mohd Kharbat at Cranfield Defence and Security
% mkharbat(at)ieee(dot)org , http://mohd.kharbat.com
% Published under a Creative Commons Attribution-Non-Commercial-
Share Alike
% 3.0 Unported Licence http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-
sa/3.0/
%
% October 2008
 
if nargin<1
    segma=1;
end
if nargin<2
    kSize=2*(segma*3);
end
 
x=-(kSize/2):(1+1/kSize):(kSize/2);
G=(1/(sqrt(2*pi)*segma)) * exp (-(x.^2)/(2*segma^2));
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APPENDIX VI
 ANALYSIS OF MOTION DETECTION PROGRAMMING CODE
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clc
clear all
 
imgreference=imread('D:\psm_data 
collection\output\running\imagerun\b_1.jpg');
 
img_run=0;
img_walk=0;
 
% create the text 
fid_means=fopen('D:\psm_programming\data_analysis\means.txt','w+');
 
 
nImage=60;
text='D:\psm_data collection\output\running\imagerun\b_';
 
 for im=2:nImage
     filname=strcat(text,int2str(im));
     filname=strcat(filname,'.jpg');
     img=imread(filname);
         
     [u v]=HS(imgreference,img);
   
     U=u.^2;
     V=v.^2;
     velocity=sqrt(U+V);
     
     for row=1:144:576
         for col=1:180:720
             if mean(mean(velocity(row:row+143, col:col+179)))<2;
                 velocity(row:row+143, col:col+179)=0;
             end
         end
     end
 
     meanA11=mean(mean(velocity(1:144, 1:180)));
     meanA12=mean(mean(velocity(1:144, 181:360)));
     meanA13=mean(mean(velocity(1:144, 361:540)));
     meanA14=mean(mean(velocity(1:144, 541:720)));
     
     meanA21=mean(mean(velocity(145:288, 1:180)));
     meanA22=mean(mean(velocity(145:288, 181:360)));
     meanA23=mean(mean(velocity(145:288, 361:540)));
     meanA24=mean(mean(velocity(145:288, 541:720)));
     
     meanA31=mean(mean(velocity(289:432, 1:180)));
     meanA32=mean(mean(velocity(289:432, 181:360)));
     meanA33=mean(mean(velocity(289:432, 361:540)));
     meanA34=mean(mean(velocity(289:432, 541:720)));
     
     meanA41=mean(mean(velocity(433:576, 1:180)));
     meanA42=mean(mean(velocity(433:576, 181:360)));
     meanA43=mean(mean(velocity(433:576, 361:540)));
     meanA44=mean(mean(velocity(433:576, 541:720)));
     
     mean1=meanA11+meanA12+meanA13+meanA14;
     mean2=meanA21+meanA22+meanA23+meanA24;
     mean3=meanA31+meanA32+meanA33+meanA34;
     mean4=meanA41+meanA42+meanA43+meanA44;
     
     allmean=mean1+mean2+mean3+mean4;
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%      write the data means to text
     fprintf(fid_means,'%f',allmean ); 
     fprintf(fid_means,'\t'); 
     
    
%      making decision
     tresh_mean=(allmean>18);
     
     if tresh_mean<1 
         img_run=img_run+1
         img_walk=0;
         if img_run==5 
             disp('run')
             img_run=0;
             img_walk=0;
         else
         end
     elseif tresh_mean>0
         img_walk=img_walk+1
         img_run=0;
         if img_walk==5 
             disp('walk')
             img_walk=0;
             img_run=0;
         else
         end
     else
     end
 
%      produce data to graph mean
     data_means=fopen('D:\psm_programming\data_analysis\means.txt','
r');
     plot_means=fscanf(data_means,'%f');
     graph_means=plot(plot_means,'m-p');
     title('means of every single image with image 1')
     xlabel('image number')
     ylabel('means of velocity')
        
 end 
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